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Cedarview Community Church
Members who attend Cedarview Community Church know they can expect a professional and thoughtful service. To 

deliver a high-quality and consistent experience, Cedarview needed help simplifying its audio and video management. 

With the help of Control4 dealer Media Dynamics, Cedarview now has a Control4 system perfectly configured to 

support a live presentation environment and glitch-free 

performances. Requiring a flexible system to support 

very specific requirements, Cedarview’s system design 

automates multiple system reconfigurations in an 

affordable way. Regardless of what needs to be presented, 

the Control4 system runs the show.

A Room with a View

In the main sanctuary, Control4 handles the switch between 

the projector inputs using a tabletop mini screen. Media 

Dynamics modified the setup to hold two 6-button and one 3-button keypads. 

Multiple HD video sources are routed from three cameras through the video 

console, and into the Mac Pro running ProPresenter software. From that point the 

signal is divided through a Kramer HD splitter and Kramer HD matrix controlled 

by the HC-300. The projectionist, seated on the opposite side of the control room, 

can also manage various DVD players.

Control Throughout the Building

During live events, Control4 schedules the digital signage in the foyer and café 

area to switch automatically from the announcement sequence to a live HD feed. 

Since services can run long, ushers can override the schedule via a three-button 

keypad and keep the live feed active. If an unscheduled event is in progress, the 

staff can use the three-button to manage the signage on demand. When needed, 

a nearby overflow room also has projection and audio for simulcasting from the 

main sanctuary.



Custom Configuration for Real Results

All the integrated devices needed custom drivers, and the operational needs dictate special scripts. For example, to 

prevent the twin lamp projectors from being left on indefinitely, the Tech Director gets an email alert if the projectors are 

on after 10 p.m. Since each key department has their own needs, Media Dynamics configured several features to support 

various activities:

• Cedarview staff can run the audio (i.e. CD player, 

house volume) from the stage using a Card Access 

Mini Remote, removing the need to run back and 

forth to the control room during music rehearsals.

•  An electronic lock, with support for up to 30 

different codes, was installed on the sound room 

door; now each authorized staff member can have 

individual access codes.

With the help of Control4 and Media Dynamics, 

Cedarview Community Church has an automation 

system that simplifies audio and media management, 

allowing for affordable and flawless services.


